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      The Date:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7PQJ2yyIvI* 

1. COOKING: Solve the anagrams (italics) and put the stages of the recipe in order (1-9) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Laying the table: Which of the objects below does the young man NOT put on the table 

 table cloth, cutlery, napkins, table mats, wine glasses, carafe, place card,  knives, candles, flower 

petals, bowl of olives, forks, water, a rose In a glass vase, lighter, spoons, ash tray,  

              Which of the above nouns are ‘uncountable’? 

 

 

3. Getting ready - getting washed           4.   Getting dressed - getting ready 

                

 

               

              

       

          

           

              

 

puts onions and chicken pieces in the  _________     (lecaorsse  sidh)     

puts casserole dish in the ____________    (nove)    

puts potatoes in a  ________________   (unapaces)    

peels a carrot with a _______________   (relepe)                  

seasons with __________________      (shreb)    

puts carrots in a __________________   (scarolees  shid)   

chops potatoes on a  _____________      (phocgnip   robad)   

chops a carrot with a _____________     (finke)    

 

 

             ____  a shower 

           _____ dried  

            _____  a shave 

he       _____  his nose and ears 

            _______his hair 

            _______his teeth    

              _____ dressed 

Choose the verb: 

brushes 

brushes 

has 

has  

gets  

gets 

cleans 

 

 

 

puts ____ trousers, socks shoes, his watch  

tries ____ different shirts 

tidies _____ his room         

cleans ______ the kitchen 

lies _____ his bed  

waits _______  his date at the table  

gives _________ waiting and decides to eat 

Choose the preposition :  

on, on, on, up, up, up, for 

 

 



4. At the table                                                           5.   What time does he…        
Put the stages below in order (1-7) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Memory Check:  True or False? 

 
1. In the kitchen there is a kettle next to the sink 

2. The cooker is below the kitchen cupboards 

3. The microwave is on the right of the fridge freezer 

4. In the dining room the bookshelf is on the same side of the fireplace as the lamp 

5. He places flower petals around the candle holder 

6. There is a window in the bathroom 

7. There are three pictures on his bedroom wall  (that we can see) 

8. There is a chest of drawers opposite his bed 

9. There is a television on the kitchen work surface 

10. His date’s name is Claire Wallsmith 

 

 

 

 

 

the doorbell rings 

he drinks all the wine 

he eats both meals 

he lights the candles 

he receives a phone call from his date 

he looks up at the clock 

he pours gravy over the food 

 

… first lie down on his bed? 

… smell the rose? 

… clean up the kitchen? 

… light the candles? 

… receive a telephone call? 

 

 

 

 

 

                          Why could the young man not contact his date? 

                                Did the young man make a mistake?  

                                            What would you do?            

                       ©Philip NEWMAN              

 

          



2. The Black Hole :   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5_Msrdg3Hk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                               

 

1. The man is own/alone in an open plan office, at the end/beginning of the 

day, looking tired/tied up and fed down/fed up. He is standing at the 

photocopier trying to print in/print out a document, but there seems to be a 

problem/default with the photocopier. It doesn’t work properly/rightly.  The 

man kicks the filing cabinet/cupboard on which the photocopier is sitting 

and it prints out a big black circle/round.  He picks it up/picks it down, looks 

at it/looks it at, and puts it up/puts it down beside the photocopier… 

                                           What happens next?  

 

2.    What do you think will happen next?  

 1.   a) He spills his coffee over the photocopier                   5. a) He puts the black hole on a desk     

       b) His coffee cup disappears inside the black hole             b) He puts the black hole on a safe 

       c) A bright light shines out of the black hole                       c) He puts the black hole on a big box 

 

2.  a) The piece of paper with the black hole begins to shake    6. a) He opens the door 

      b) The black hole swallows up the photocopier                      b) He reaches inside and takes out a file     

       c) The man passes his hand into the black hole                      c) He reaches inside and takes out money 

 

3.  a) He uses the black hole to steal a bar of chocolate            7. a) He climbs inside 

     b) He throws the black hole away                                                  b) The boss suddenly arrives 

    c) He puts the black hole on a computer screen                           c) The burglar alarm goes off 

 

4. a) He uses the black hole to go into a locked cupboard           8. a) The black hole falls off the door 

    b)  He puts the black hole on a colleague’s chair                             b) The safe explodes 

    c) He uses the black hole to enter a forbidden door                      c) He enters another universe 

       

3. Retell the story to a partner 4. What would you do with this black hole?  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5_Msrdg3Hk


The HEDGE SKETCH:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkkNjyOrpmo 

A: Where do you buy the following items? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B:  Decide whether the items above are ‘Countable’ or ‘Uncountable’ 

C:  Which of the above items do we normally buy ‘a pair of’? 

           a pair of ___________________________ 

i) List other items we normally buy as a pair 

 

          a pair of _________________, ______________, __________, __________________ 

 

ii) In what form do we normally buy the items below? 

            a  _____________ of bread 

            a ______________ of lamb 

            a ______________ of wine 

           a ______________ of painkillers 

           a ______________ of screws 

           a ______________ of petrol         

           an _____________  of  food 

 

D:  Name 6 objects you can buy at a garden shop           

1)                         2)                            3)                              4)                                5)                              6)  

                                                                        

Item                                                                          Shop 

cauliflower        earrings        bread                     garden shop   hardware shop   florist  newsagent’s        

trout      lamb     painkiller      television             estate agent’s    butcher’s    off license    pet shop 

house     holiday      flowers      dog                     baker’s    stationer’s     electrical goods shop 

wine       petrol      screw        magazine              grocer’s    jeweler’s    fishmonger’s   chemist’s 

lawn mower   food    stationery                            petrol station   travel agent’s    greengrocer’s   

 

joint    packet   litre  

item     loaf      bottle    box   

‘Some bread’ or ‘a loaf of bread’ - 

The same - or different?  

What is the plural of loaf? ________ 



 E:  Which of these people do not work in a shop? 

 

 

F:  You want to buy a loaf of bread at the baker’s. Which phrases below are not correct? 

       I want some bread. 

      Give me some bread. 

      (Could I have) a loaf of bread, please?                      

      I’d like to buy some bread, please 

      Have you got any bread?  

 G:   You want to buy a hedge at a gardening shop.  Look at the following sentences and decide who     

       says them - customer or shop assistant?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

i) Put the conversation in the correct order.  

ii) Check you understand new vocabulary - colleague, dictionary or teacher 

Shop assistant    Shop keeper    Delivery man     Cashier    Customer     Supplier     Shelf filler 

 

 

Why the ‘brackets’  - (could I have) ? 

 

1) Certainly, sir.  How would you like to pay? 

2) Right! I’ll take it then. 

3) Could I have a look at the Imperial, please? 

4) Certainly,  sir. May I ask - is the hedge for you?   

5) Cash, if you don’t mind. 

6) No – it’s a present. 

7) We have the Royal, the Imperial and the Standard hedge. 

8) I’m not married. 

9) Good morning, sir. Can I help you? 

10) Not at all – I’m in no hurry. 

11) Cash will be perfectly convenient, sir 

12) Hello – stockroom? Have we got any Imperial hedges left? 

13) I’d like to buy a hedge, please. 

14) A hedge! Well, we have three sorts, sir. What sort of hedge 

would you like? 

15) For your wife, perhaps? 

16) if you wouldn’t mind waiting I’ll just ring down to the 

stockroom 

17) Well, what sorts have you got? 

 

 

Customer          Shop assistant 



iii) Practice the conversation with a partner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H:  Watch the video and read above text at the same time.  Explain the problems with the sketch.  

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                           © Philip NEWMAN 

 

S:  Good morning, sir. Can I help you? 

C:  I’d like to buy a hedge, please. 

S:  A hedge! Well, we have three sorts, sir. What sort of hedge would you like? 

C:  Well, what sorts have you got? 

S:  We have the Royal, the Imperial and the Standard hedge. 

C:  Could I have a look at the Imperial, please? 

S:  Certainly, sir. May I ask is the hedge for you? 

C:  No – it’s a present. 

S:  For your wife perhaps? 

C:  I’m not married. 

S:  If you wouldn’t mind waiting I’ll just ring down to the stockroom 

C:  Not at all – I’m in no hurry. 

S:  Hello – stockroom? Have we got any Imperial hedges left?  Oh thanks.  

             (to C) He’s just having a look……. We’ve got one left. 

C:  Right! I’ll take it then. 

S:  Certainly, sir. How would you like to pay? 

C:  Cash, if you don’t mind. 

S:  Cash will be perfectly convenient, sir. 



4. Unreal City  -  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AC4-4iAV30A 

 

A.   Describing the first image - Correct the 8 mistakes in this paragraph: 

Its a dark, overcast, raining day with blank clouds hanging below a city.  A numerous cranes 

and a tall clock tower, ten stories height, raise above the city. The hour is one minutes to 

five.   

B.    Describing the man at work - Choose the most appropriate word in italics:  

The man works in a transport company/ a dispatch department/ a post office 

The man is putting stamps/labels on parcels/ packages/ boxes 

The parcels/ packages/ boxes then fall/ drop/go down/decrease a shallow/deep/ long hole 

The clock strikes/hits/beats five o’clock 

The man puts/takes his hat on/off and throws his wages/pay packet into his 

briefcase/suitcase containing his tea pot/thermos flask. 

The man leaves/quits work looking tiring/sad/ amused/feed up/boring. 

 

C.  Describe the first picture when the man arrives home 

 The room is ……………………………………………………. 

 On the ceiling there is …………………………………… 

 On the opposite wall here is ………………………....... 

 In the corner there is …………………………………..….. 

 On the floor there is no ………………………………………. 

 

D.  In the kitchen - find 5 objects that begin with the letter: 

B.                                           

C. 

S 

T. 
 



E.   The box -  What type of box is it? 

   A box of stamps?  A box of tea leaves? A music box?  A box of pens & pencils?  Other?  

 

F.  The man turns the handle and winds up the box -  what happens next? 

     What is the girl wearing? 

     What is the girl carrying? 

     What is the man holding? 

     Where is the girl standing? 

     Where does the man meet the girl? 

     What are they doing? 

     What time of day is it when this scene ends? 

 

G.  Fill in the missing gaps with an appropriate word. 

The man is _______________ at his kitchen table.   Outside the window the moon and stars 

are ___________ brightly.  The girl is ________ the man while he sleeps.  He has a stamp 

_________ on his forehead.  The girl _________ and a __________ from her eye _____ onto 

the music box.  _________ of light ______ from the music box and make the stamp _____.   

 

 

Morning  __________ .  A train ________ and _________ the man’s house. He wakes up and 

____________ the music box onto the floor. It __________ into pieces.  The man ________ 

on the floor and looks at the _________ music box.  He sees the girl’s ______________ net 

and her wings on the floor, but he ____________ see the girl.  Suddenly, the girl __________ 

sitting on the chair.  She has ____________ a real girl.  

     

 

 

H.   Now - retell the story 

tear     falls      sitting     shining     sparkles      drop      watching       stuck      cries       rise 

  

broken   wings    arrives    doesn’t   become    passes   appears     butterfly   shakes     

knocks      breaks      kneels  

 



5. THE BOSS :  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wWJfFQOnHw 

 

A :   What is your boss like ?   Choose 4 adjectives from the list below:  

 

 

 

 

i) What are the antonyms of the 4 adjectives you chose?  

ii) What are the nouns of the above adjectives 

iii) What adjectives would you use to describe an ideal/ a bad boss 

iv) What adjectives might a colleague use to describe you?  

 

v) Explain the difference between the two words in bold.  

 

B.  Choose 7 management skills from the list below. Add one new word, not on the list, and put in                 

order of importance: 

 

 

 

 

 

C.   First impressions:   Watch the first 30 seconds of the video.    

How would you describe this boss? How would you describe the employee?  

 

D.  Second impressions:  Watch the video until 1:21.    

How would you describe the boss?  How would you describe the employee?  

i) How many times this year has the employee not been at work when he was supposed to 

be? 

ii) How did the boss get to his position? 

iii) ‘The squeaky wheel gets the grease’.  Explain 

iv) The employee’s job is ‘hanging by a thread’.  Is he more likely to get promoted or to be 

fired? 

authoritarian   motivating  approachable  strict  sociable  likeable  charismatic  understanding    

autocratic   bossy   communicative    paternalistic   single-minded   broad-minded   stubborn  idealistic   

sensitive    warm     cold    shy     cheerful     easy-going     happy-go-lucky     optimistic  assertive.   

foresight      judgement       guidance      technical competence     crisis-handling     decision-making      

people management     mental courage    analytical skills    conflict-management    time-management  

change-management      administrative skills  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wWJfFQOnHw


E.   How should a boss handle the following situations?  What should he say? 

         i) An employee is late for work once. 

        ii) An employee is late for work three times in a month. 

       iii) An employee is often late for work. 

      iv) An employee is always late for work, despite warnings about his punctuality       

v) Role-play the scenarios  

 

E.   What does the employee read in the newspaper while his boss is on the phone?   (1:21 - 2:08) 

       i)  How much is the prize money? 

      ii)  What are the winning lottery ticket numbers? 

      iii) What numbers are on the employee’s lottery ticket? 

 

F.   Watch video to 3: 48 

      i) Describe the employee’s behavior? Describe the boss’s reaction? 

 

G.  Correct the 15 errors is the paragraph below:   

The employee cuts the wires at the bosses ‘Newton’s Cradle’ with a scissors.  Then he insult the 

boss’s wife saying that she is ‘so much ugly’.  When the boss says the employee that he is hired, the 

employee replies that he quites.  Next, after to be told to get out of the office he cuts the boss’s tie 

off at the not. The boss phones security, but the employer cuts the line.  He then tell the boss that he 

loves him, crashes the picture on the boss’s desk, turns down the photo of his wife and walks into the 

boss’s office.  

H.  Complete the following sentence: 

       If I won the lottery I would _____________________________________________________. 

      If I quit my job _______________________________________________________________. 

      If I ____________________________ I would _____________________________________. 

 

I.    Explain the end of the film.   (3:48 - 4: 12) 

 

      Was this a nightmare or a sweet dream?   How would you feel if you woke up from this dream?  

 



Occupied :   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WcgAkK2LTo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. How do you feel about flying?  Choose a phrase below which closest matches your feelings. 

 

                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              Put the phrases in order - from negative to most positive:         

1.                2.                    3.                      4.                     5.                    6.                           

 

E: I’m really scared of 

flying and refuse to travel 

by plane.  I may never 

travel far, but at least I’m 

alive.      

B: I get a bit nervous 

before a flight. But I try not 

to think about what could 

happen. 

                                       

D: I don’t mind flying, but I can’t say 

I’m a big fan of it. It can be so 

boring.  I prefer the train for shorter 

distances. 

C: It’s quite enjoyable, as long as 

there are no screaming kids.  I quite 

like looking out of the window, but I 

find it difficult to go for hours 

without a cigarette or a walk.  

A: Oh, I like it.  There’s 

nothing to do except 

sleep and you’re 

waited on hand-and-

foot for a few hours.  

F: ‘I love it!  The thrill of 

the take off, then floating 

above the clouds and 

seeing the land or sea so 

far below. It’s great!  

2. Explain: 

         The longest 

         The worst                                                              flight you have ever taken. 

         The most expensive          

          The most frightening  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. What is the most frightening thing about flying?   Mark 1-10 (1= bad, 10= good) 

- Turbulence 

- Terrorism 

- Crashing 

- Going through customs 

- Losing your luggage 

- Missing a connection 

What is the most annoying thing about flying?  Mark 1-10 (1= bad, 10= good) 

- The lack of leg space 

- The food 

- Waiting 

- Other passengers 

- Not being able to smoke 

- Paying for ‘the extras’ 

- The toilets 

Watch the video : 0 :00 - 0:27 

What is the girl going to do in the toilet? 

Watch the video : 0 :27 - 0: 50 

What is the girl going to do in the toilet? 

Watch the video :  0: 50 - 1: 42 

What is the girl going to do in the toilet? 

Watch the video :  1: 42 - 2: 20 

What is the girl going to do in the toilet? 

Watch the video :  2: 20 - 2: 43 

What is the girl going to do in the toilet? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Memory test: 

Where did the girl hide - the toe-nail clippers, the electrical wiring diagram, cigarettes, 

                                             the  cigarette lighter, a tampon, bottle of lighter fluid,  black straps 

 

Put the steps below in the correct order: 

- The girl takes out a tampon from the lipstick holder 

- The girl takes a lighter from her shoe 

- The girl cuts a wire with the nail clippers 

- The girl take out a packet of cigarettes from her panties 

- The girl inserts the tampon inside the lighter 

- The girl unwraps the cake 

- The girl smokes a cigarette.  

- The girl removes the nail clippers and a plastic card from the cake 

- The girl unscrews the overhead compartment 

- The girl takes her lighter holder from her thigh 

- The girl enters the toilet     1 

- The girl takes lighter fluid from behind her neck and fills the lighter 

- The girl take black straps from her skirt waistband and block the air vent 

- The girl consults the electrical wiring diagram 

 

 

                 Re-write the sentences in the passive 

 

                                                Retell the story 



Travel the world   -   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJF5NXygL4k 

 

 

 

 

2. How do you spend your time on holiday?  Draw a pie-chart to show how you divide your time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

                    Explain your pie-chart to a partner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             

                                                                  

 

1. 1.  Where would you like to travel?  Why?  Do you have plans to visit a different country?   

      Explain to a partner a different county you would like to visit and why.  

3.  Which of these objects do you always pack in your suitcase? 

       Camera, mobile phone, book, toiletries bag, clothes, sunglasses, sleeping bag, tourist guide 

       What do you put in your toiletries bag? 

       What clothes do you pack?  

       Where do you keep your passport, travel documents, money?  

Sight-seeing 

Adventure activities 

Excursions 

The beach 

Restaurants & Bars 

Relaxing at hotel 

Shopping 

Wandering around town 

Other? 

 

4.  Who do you prefer to travel with? 

- alone, with a partner, with family, in a group…   Why?  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Watch the video.  

    - How many places can you name? 

    - How many adventure activities can you name?  

   - How many animals can you name?  

 

4a. Write your YouTube comment about the video here:  

5. Activities :  Fill in the table below to explain how often you have done the activities : 

                                                    I have been ………. 

Activity Never Once A couple 

of times 

A few 

times 

Several 

times 

A lot 

Canoeing       

Scuba-diving       

Mountain-biking 
 

      

Horse-riding       

Swimming       

Hang-gliding       

Cliff-jumping 
 

      

Trekking 
 

      

 

6 .  Complete the sentence s + choose correct past participles:  

a) The best holiday I have ever …….… (have) was…….. 

b) The worst hotel have ever………….. ( stay in) was …….                                CONTINUE WITH 

c) The longest flight I have ever ……….(take)  was………           

d) The scariest holiday experience I have ever…..… ( have) was…                       DETAILS 

e) The most expensive souvenir I have ever ……… (buy) was   ……….                      IN 

f) The most exotic place I have ever …………..(see) was …………. 

g) The most disgusting food I have ever ………. (eat) was ………….                  PAST SIMPLE or 

h) The most hospitable people I have ever ….. (meet) were……                     PAST CONTINUOUS                               



 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                Describe your planned trip to the group.  

 

                               

                                    Have a good trip! 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Choose your holiday with a partner. Plan the holiday.  

                     

 

         

Consider - money, time, accommodation, travel, activities….. 



Customer Services:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPLJV6YcvUE  (video 1) 

                                               https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOrhMcqx6vw    (video2) 

A:   Which of the facilities/services (in the box below) would you not expect to find at an airport:  

 

 

 

 

 

B:  Checking-in at the check-in: Put the activities below in the correct order 

A) You pay extra if you exceed the maximum weight allowance                                                

B) You show your ticket and passport 

C) The check-in assistant sends your luggage along the belt through a curtain 

D) The check-in assistant weighs your luggage 

E) Baggage handlers receive your luggage and load it onto the plane 

F) The check-in assistant attaches a bar coded identification label to your luggage 

G) You pass through security control 

H) The check-in assistant gives you a boarding pass 

I) You place your luggage onto a conveyor belt 

 

 

 

C:   What information is not on your boarding pass?  

 

 

 

 

 

Currency exchange     hairdresser’s    restaurant     café    casino     car park      car hire      shuttle bus      

taxi rank      library      arrivals/departures board       toilets    showers     first aid     tourist information     

baby changing room    hotel     gift shop     travel agents    prayer room    lockers    children’s play area   

    Now -   Rewrite the sentences in the passive form.  

Airline company     Flight number       Flight date        Hand luggage          Special needs (diet, handicap 

assistance…)    Reason for taking flight        Departure time         Arrival time      Passenger name      Class  

Travel Agent’s      Seat number       Aisle/window seat       Boarding Gate      Boarding time         Stopovers    

Connecting flight       Speedy boarding      destination        Type of airplane         Smoking/non-smoking   

1) B  

2)   

3)   

4)   

5)   

6)   

7)  

8) 

9) 



  D:  Before watching video 1:    

i) What are the on-board safety instructions?  

ii) Are the phrases in the box typical of on-board safety instructions? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

iii) Re-write the instruction to make them more typical 

 

E:  Watch video1: 

i) Make changes you think are suitable to your safety instructions 

ii) Check answers at end of this document 

 

F:    Boarding the plane:  Answer the following question 

       What are the advantages of having a ‘speedy boarding pass’? 

       Is it worth paying extra for a speedy boarding pass? 

      Without a speedy boarding pass are you afraid of being ‘trampled underfoot in a stampede’? 

 

G:  Watch the first 5 seconds of video 2. 

- Choose appropriate adjectives to describe the girls 

 

 

 

 

 

H:  Watch video to 0:20.   

 

- Which characteristic of the customer does the check-in girl impolitely mention? 

 

 

 

glamorous    happy     bored   smiley    attractive    cheerful     shy     welcoming   grumpy  

 

 

 

- Please listen to me whilst I tell you about safety stuff on the plane 

- We think you should always keep your belt closed 

- Put the mask on and breathe like you always do 

- We really think you should have a look at the safety card 

- Have a good one 

 



I: Watch the rest of the video (0:20 - 1:33).  Answer the following comprehension questions:  

 

i) What happened last week to the elderly gentleman who didn’t have a speedy boarding pass? 

ii) How do some passengers feel about the extra ‘speedy boarding pass’ charges 

iii) Why does Melody telephone Kerrey 

iv) What problem does Kerrey have in getting a speedy boarding pass over to Melody? 

v) How is this problem dealt with? 

vi) How many speedy boarding passes have the check-in girls sold today? 

 

 

J:  How could the check-in girls improve their customer service? 

K:   Could customer services at your company be improved?  If yes - how? 

J:  Complete the telephone help-desk customer service questionnaire below:  

 

DO YOU…….    ALWAYS SOMETIMES NEVER 
Give the name of your 
company when answering 
the phone? 

   

Greet the customer with 
‘Good morning/afternoon 
How may I help you?’ 

   

Listen carefully to the 
customer? 

   

Use polite language when 
speaking to a customer? 

   

Smile when speaking to the 
customer? 

   

Put the customer through 
to someone else who can 
help? 

   

Get annoyed with the 
customer? 

   

Take down customer 
contact details? 

   

Hang up on a customer 
without saying goodbye? 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 



K:     Re-arrange the terms in B to make phrases is A more diplomatic: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 

 

 

        

           A: 

1. You are wrong 

2. I don’t agree 

3. You aren’t listening                                                                                         

4. There will be a delay                    

5. You must pay more                                                  11.   SHUT UP!!                          

6. You said you needed a new system 

7. I want more money 

8. We must reach an agreement today                                                       

9. This is inconvenient 

10.  I can’t help you today      

 

B: 

1.       Sir/Madam   :     you seem   :       a slight mistake      :      with respect     :      to have made  

2.      with you      :         I don’t          :       I’m afraid         :         quite agree  

3.      you don’t seem   :    Sir/Madam   :    to be listening to    :   what I’m saying   :   With respect 

4.       a slight delay         :       unfortunately            :    there might just be    

5.        to pay       :        I’m afraid       :       just a little extra      :          you would need          

6.       was needed        :          It was understood        :           that a new system. 

7.        to receive      :         I was hoping         :          remuneration          :       a little extra    

8.       if we could    :      it might be better     :     reach an agreement     :   With respect        :  today 

9.      I’m afraid      :        very convenient       :       this would not be  

10.     at this precise moment     :    Unfortunately      :     I’m not in a position      :    to assist you          

 11.     being quiet    :     with respect    :    for just a moment     :   please   :   would you mind       

 

 



 

 

 

                                                                                                                         

 

 

 

Video2 Text: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diplomatic phrases: 

1.  With respect, Sir/Madam, you seem to have made a slight mistake 

2.  I’m afraid, I don’t quite agree with you 

3. With respect, Sir/Madam, you don’t seem to be hearing what I’m saying 

4. Unfortunately, there might just be a slight delay 

5. I’m afraid, you would need to pay just a little extra 

6. It was understood that a new system was needed. 

7. I was hoping to receive a little extra remuneration 

8. With respect, it might be better if we could reach an agreement today 

9. I’m afraid this would not be very convenient 

10. Unfortunately, I’m not in a position to assist you at this precise momenr                                   

11. With respect, would you mind being quiet for just a moment, please                                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                    © Philip NEWMAN 

 

The Fly Low check-in girls are the glamorous face of the airline (‘Hello 

Madam’) and 27 year old Melody Baines in no exception:  

 

M: Right, now, I hope you don’t mind me saying, Madam, but I 

couldn’t help noticing that you are quite old. 

L: Well, yes. 

M: So, I wondered if you wanted to take advantage of our speedy 

boarding scheme. 

L: What’s that? 

M: Well, there are no reserved seats on this flight so you pay an extra 

twenty pounds and you get to board the plane before anyone else. 

L: Do I need to do that? 

M: I’d hate to see you trampled underfoot. 

  …some passengers do resent the extra charges, but just last week 

we did lose an elderly gentleman in a stampede.  All that was left was 

a shoe. 

- Oh, I don’t seem to have any speedy boarding passes to hand.  One 

moment please. (telephones) 

K: Fly Low check-in.  Kerrey speaking. 

M: Hi. 

K: Who’s calling, please? 

M: Melody 

K: Oh hi, Melody.  Is this about the speedy 

boarding passes? 

M: Yeah, I seem to have run out.  You got any 

spares? 

K: Yeah, I’ve got some right here.  I’ll just get one 

over to you as soon as I can 

M: OK, bye. 

K: Bye 

M: Shouldn’t be a mo. 

K: Excuse me, Madam.  Can you pass this over to 

my colleague, please? Thanks love. 

M: There you are, Madam:  One speedy boarding 

pass. 

L: Thank-you.  Do you sell many of these? 

M: Yes! Today we’ve sold one to every passenger 

on the flight…Next please. 

Answers: ‘E’ 

- I kindly request that you give me your full attention as I talk you through the safety procedures on  

              board the aircraft 

- We recommend that you keep your seatbelt securely fastened at all times 

- Put the mask over your nose and mouth and breathe normally 

- We strongly recommend that you take a moment to read the safety card 

-            Enjoy your flight 

 

 



9. Customer Complaints :    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcliR8kAbzc 

A: How often do you complain about the subjects below? 

Subject Often Sometimes  Rarely Never 

 
Public transport 

    

 
Restaurant -
food/service 

    

 
Hotel service 

    

 
The weather 

    

 
Traffic/Road works 

    

 
Shop - 
product/service 

    

 
Work        

    

 

          Explain your typical complaints concerning the above subjects. Give examples.  

 

B:  Decide which subjects below the complaints (A-G) in the box on the right refer to:  

Subject  Complaint 

 
Public Transport 

 

                   
Restaurant - 
food/service 

 

        
Hotel service 

 

 
The weather                   

A 

 
Traffic/Road works 

 

  
Shop - product/ 
service 

 

         
Work 
 

 

 

 

 

A.  All it ever does is rain in this country! 

B.   Overworked and underpaid - that’s my job. 

C.  Dirty cutlery, cold food, slow service - I’ll never                                      

eat there again! 

D.  I was held up for 2 hours in a traffic jam today - 

I think I’ll take the train next time. 

E. Typical! You wait for half an hour, then three 

come along at the same time. 

F.  The shirt collar was torn so I took it back to get 

it changed.  But they were so rude to me. 

G.  The shower is cold and we have the view of a 

building site instead of the sea as was advertised.  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcliR8kAbzc


C:  Watch the video - Name 4 complaints the elderly lady makes. 

1)                                                                                   2)                                  

3)                                                                                     4) 

D:  Which adjectives below describe the hotel manager’s attitude to the complaints?  

 

 

E:  Correct the 22 mistakes in the text below (0:48 - 1: 48)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

sympathetic     rude      sarcastic         apologetic       understanding    insulting   patient       

Mrs Richards: And another thing. I asked a room with a view.   (1) 

Basil: Death, Mad and Blind. Yes, this is the view as long as I can remember... Yes, yes it is.  (2) 

Mrs Richards: When I pay with a view, I expect something most interesting than that.   (1) 

Basil: But that is Torquay, madam. 

Mrs Richards: Well it's not enough good.   (1) 

Basil: Well, may I ask what you expected seeing out off a Torquay hotel bedroom window? 

Sydney Opera House perhaps? The Hanging Gardens of Babylon? Herds of wildebeest 

sweeping majestical  across the plain...   (2) 

Mrs Richards:  Don't be silly. I expect to be able for see the sea.  (1) 

Basil: You CAN sea the see! It's over there between the land and the sky!   (2) 

Mrs Richards: I'd need a telescope to see this.   (1) 

Basil: Well might I suggest you to consider to move to a hotel more close to the sea. Or 

preferably in it.   (3)   

Mrs Richards: Now listen me. I'm not satisfaction, but I've decided to stay. HOWEVER, I shall 

expect a deduction.   (3) 

Basil: Why, because Krakatoa isn't erupting for the moment?  (1) 

Mrs Richards: Because the room is cold, the bath is too small, the view is visible and the radio 

don't work.  (2) 

Basil: No, the radio work. You doesn't.  (2) 



 

F:   Decide whether the sentences below are complaints (C) or responses to complaints (R):   

1. I object most strongly to the way I was treated by your sales staff. 

2. It’s just not acceptable.  I was kept on hold for 20 minutes before being put through to 

someone I could speak to. 

3. I quite understand, Sir/Madam, and I do apologize for any inconvenience this has caused. 

4. I’m very sorry to hear this, Sir/Madam.  I’ll look into it straightaway.  

5. It’s a disgrace.  The flight was delayed for 15 hours and no-one told us why. 

6. I fully understand your position, Sir/Madam, and I’m sure I would feel that way myself. 

7. I’m sorry to bother you, but there appears to be a problem with the mobile phone I bought 

yesterday. 

8. Well, if you don’t like it - you can go somewhere else! 

9. Excuse me, would you mind changing my soup. I’m afraid it’s rather too salty.  

10. Now don’t worry, Sir/Madam, it’s just a minor problem that we can fix right away. 

11. I must insist that you do something about this straightaway. 

12. Certainly, Sir/Madam, I’ll change it immediately.  

 

Which response is not polite at all!                               Put the complaints in order of strength.  

G:  Role-play the following scenarios:                           H: Read the text below.  Can you explain it?  

                                                                                              

                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Complaint:  

 
In a restaurant you waited 1 hour for your food, 
then when it arrived it was cold, undercooked 
and tasted terrible. 
 

 
Your hotel room is dirty, the window is broken, 
the television doesn’t work, and the sheets 
haven’t been changed since the last client! 
 

              
You bought a second-hand car from a garage, 
but it broke down on the way home and left you 
stranded on the motorway - in the snow. 
 

 
Your train was cancelled at the last minute, so 
you had to take the next train 2 hours later 
without a seat reservation and had to stand for 3 
hours until your destination.  What’s more you 
had booked 1st class and expect better 
treatment!  
 

Who Complains the most?  

Researchers into customer attitudes, values and 

behaviours carried out 30,000 in-depth interviews 

with customers from 30 countries worldwide. 

In first place came Sweden with 41% of customers 

saying they had made a complaint in the last 12 

months, next came the United Kingdom with 36%, 

Australia 30%, Canada 26% and the USA with 23%. 

The least likely to complain were the people of 

Taiwan with just 1% saying they had made a 

customer service complaint in the last year, 

followed by Saudi Arabia 3%, China 4%, Poland 5% 

and Russia with 6%. 

 

http://www.customerservicemanager.com/which-

customers-complaint-the-most.htm 

 

http://www.customerservicemanager.com/which-customers-complaint-the-most.htm
http://www.customerservicemanager.com/which-customers-complaint-the-most.htm


10. One Man’s Loss:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isbZYNpm3i 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. 

Be honest, which would you prefer? 

                                

To be wealthy and have designer                                OR                  To be poor, no nice clothes, no 

clothes, a big house, a luxury car…                                                     holidays, never eat in a restaurant… 

               but have…                                                                                                     but have… 

no friends, no invites to parties,                                                       friends and family, love, time for fun 

no time for music, art, books.                                                           and laughter, music, art, and books 

                                                                         

 

                                                             Can money buy you happiness?   

                 Explain:                 “Some people are so poor, all they have is money” 

          Agree or disagree:  “Anyone who studies and works hard can become well-off” 

 

2. Which verbs do not collocate with money? 

Lend 

Borrow 

Wash 

earn 

Save  

Withdraw 

Buy 

Spend 

Waste 

Bet 

 

3. Which terms here do not collocate with money? 

Tax payer’s 

Bank 

Expenses 

Tip 

Pocket 

Cash 

Salary 

Spending 

Bribe 

Dirty 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=isbZYNpm3i


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Agree or disagree:   Having money makes life comfortable 

                                         Becoming homeless can usually be avoided 

                                         Generally speaking, the best things in life are free 

5.  Supposing a homeless person on the street asks you for some money - what should you do? 

1) Give them some loose change  

2) Buy them a sandwich 

3) Sit and talk with them                

4) Walk on quickly 

5) Other? 

                                                  What do you do?  

6. Watch the video : 0 :00 - 0 : 53 

Describe - the difference between the two men (clothes, hair, transport, behavior) 

Where do you think they are going? 

7. Watch the video:  0 : 53 - 1 :19 

Describe - the neighbourhood 

What do you think happens next? 

8. Watch the video: 1 :19 - 1 : 48 

What happened next? 

Where did the shoe come from? 

9. Watch the video:  1: 48 - 3:21 

What is the man in the room supposed to have done?  Why is the girl angry? 

Why does the girl tell the man to take a shower? 

What does the man say he did last night? 

What does the girl want the man to admit?  

What does she call him? 

What does he call her? 

Is he guilty? 

 

 

 

 

 

What grammatical 

term describes the 

verbs in italics? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Watch the video:  3 :21 - 4 : 21 

How does the man outside profit from the situation? 

How does the man inside try and appease the girl? 

Is he treating the situation correctly? 

Why does she slap him?      

Does he deserve to be slapped? 

How does the man respond to being slapped? 

What action does the girl then take? 

 

11. Watch the video:  4 : 21 - 4 : 34 

Describe the man outside 

What do you think happens next? 

12. Watch the video:  4 : 34 - END 

Are you right? 

                                                                   

                                          14. Retell the story 

 

         

 

13. Explain the proverb:    “One man’s loss is another man’s gain.” 



11. Goodbye to the Normals :   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFx755QeJME 

 

1. Watch the video and note who says which phrase in the box below (not in order!) 

      Which phrase is not said?  Number the phrases (1-12) in the order that they are said. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Memory check:  TRUE OR FALSE? 

1. Father arrives home carrying a suitcase in his left hand 

2. In the living room there is a teddy bear on the right arm of an armchair 

3. Magnus is wearing a red jacket, a red t-shirt, white shorts, red socks, baseball shoes and a rucksack 

4. Magnus’s shoelaces are undone 

5. Outside, across the road, there is a ladder leaning against the side of a house 

6. Magnus stops just before a rubbish bin on a lamp post 

7. Father holds his arms wide open to welcome Magnus back 

8. Mother folds her arms in annoyance 

 

 

Son (s), Mother (m), Father (f) 

You’ve definitely made up your mind on this?                                                                                                                           

Anything else you want to add?                                                                     

What about your bedroom? If you’re not here we might have to turn that into a brain surgery room 

I’m running away 

Banana sandwiches? 

Send us a postcard 

I know it’s had a bad press recently, but it’s a place that’s taken my fancy 

Can I give you a lift to the airport? 

I forgot my XXXX  passport 

Don’t be ridiculous! 

It’s always worth talking these things through 

Are they fair trade? 

No scope to reconsider? 

I’m all packed 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFx755QeJME


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Your young son/daughter wants to run away - what do you say? 

Don’t forget to write                     Tell me why 

I think we should discuss this      Out of the question !                                           

Good riddance !                             Go to your room, now! 

Have a good trip                            Do you need any money? 

 

 

4. Role-play the 

scenario with a 

partner 

               

Role play the following negotiations: 

 

Setting conditions. Complete the phrases: 

 

          You can go to America if _____________________________________ 

         _________________________ provided that you telephone every day 

         You can borrow my car as long as ______________________________ 

         ____________________________ on condition that you come home tomorrow 

 

                                    Which expression in bold is the most formal/informal? 

Parent/16 year old Daughter: 

Daughter wants to go to ‘all-night party’ 

Daughter wants to go on holiday with 

friends 

 

 

 

 

Parent/Son : 

Son wants to buy a motorbike 

 

Son wants to go on holiday with 

friends 

Manager/ Employee :  

Employee wants extra time off work (invent reason) 

Employee want to change department (invent reason) 

 



       12. Signs:      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uy0HNWto0UY 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 1.    What do you have in your office?  

      A.  Equipment                                                           B.  Stationery 

 Paper Shredder 

Photocopier 

Printer 

Guillotine 

Scanner 

Calculator 

Fax machine 

Projector 

Binding machine 

Paper clips 

Drawing pins 

Highlighter pens 

Post-it notes 

Stapler & staples 

Rubber bands 

Glue stick 

Sellotape 

Correction fluid 

2.  Describe the lay-out of your office 

- Where are the different pieces of office equipment? 

- Where are your colleagues’ work stations? 

- What is on the walls? 

- What do you see out of the windows? 

 

3. What floor are you on? 

      -      Explain the difference:     stairs & steps                                                                                                                        

                                                            upstairs & up the stairs 

                                                            downstairs & down the stairs 

                                                           indoors/inside & outdoors/outside 

- Do you take the lift or the stairs?  Why? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uy0HNWto0UY


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Memory Test - true or false?  

 

1.  The young man, Jason, sleeps on white sheets, with a white pillow, 

yellow curtains and a blue lampshade on his bedside lamp. 

 

2. On his breakfast table there is a glass of fruit juice, a bowl of cereal, a jar 

of honey and 2 apples in a bowl. 

 

3. He wears a grey suit with a white shirt and a stripey tie to work. 

 

4. He enters his open-plan office looking fed up. 

 

5. On his break, when he is sitting outside in the sun, he sees a young 

woman with black hair carrying a brown handbag over her left shoulder. 

 

6. In the meeting Jason doesn’t get his boss’s joke. 

 

4. Find & match opposite pairs: 

to get out of bed        to be fast asleep         to go to sleep      to wake up                  

 to be awake               to go to bed                 to be asleep        to be wide awake   

  

                                

 

 

 5. Just friends or romantic partner?    Write ‘F’ or ‘P’ after each expression.  

 

to hit it off                                   to fancy s.one                           to be fond of s.one 

to get on well with s.one          to ask s.one out                       to chat s.one up 

 

                                                                                                            (s.one = someone) 

 

       6. Watch the video and explain everything that is happening while you watch. 



7. Back at home - he listens to an answer phone message from his parents. 

 

8. Going to bed - he gets undressed, turns on his alarm clock, and then 

switches off his bedside light. 

 

9. In the morning, while sitting at his desk, Jason sees a young lady in an 

office opposite eating a sandwich. 

 

10.  Jason can’t take his eyes off the girl. 

 

11.  The girl writes three messages: 1) telling him to stop staring at her 2) to 

say she is joking 3) to tell Jason her name - Tracy. 

 

12.  They start sending each other messages which Jason sticks on his fridge. 

 

13.  Jason falls off his chair whilst playing noughts-and-crosses. 

 

14.  Jason is now much happier.  He has fallen in love with the girl and she         

has fallen for him. 

 

15.  The girl holds up a sign saying: “I was thinking about you first”. 

 

16.   Jason writes a message asking her if she wants to meet him, but he 

disappears before she can show it to him. 

 

17.  Next day, Jason rushes to work. He is in a hurry to show her his note.  

But she has been replaced. 

 

18.  Again, Jason is sad, depressed, unhappy, fed up and over the moon. 

 

19.   The girl shines sunlight onto his face from an upstairs mirror. She has                

been fired. 

 



20.  They agree to meet.  Jason runs downstairs and outside. The traffic 

lights change from green to red and they meet in the middle of the street 

on the pavement.  

 

                  __________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

 

 

                                                                ©Philip NEWMAN  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. From memory - retell the story to   

                          a partner 

 

9.  Explain the story at the same time as    

           watching - with no pauses! 

                Keep talking! 

                   8.  Watch again and check your answers 



 13. Google Glass :   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lK_cdkpazjI 

 

1. Read the following text : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Which of the words in ‘B’ best define the words in ‘A’ - taken from text above? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You have probably already heard of Google Glass as this piece of technology has received 

a lot of media hype and attention. If somehow you don’t know what Google Glass is, it’s 

basically a hands free computer using augmented reality which is worn like traditional 

glasses. The augmented reality interacts with the environment around you, giving you 

heads up display showing you social media feeds, Google Maps, travel information, web 

display/search and much more – really I’m barely scratching the surface on the 

possibilities of Google Glass.  In my mind it is like you have become a robot, for some that 

may be a scary thought but this piece of technology will soon become the must have 

accessory in the same way as smartphones and tablets. 

http://www.infotales.com/technology-to-look-out-for                               

              A                                                                B 

1. hype                                       promotion     growth     plugs     publicity    praise    boost              

2. augmented                          numerous     heightened     extra     increased    enhanced     

3. barely                                    hardly   scarcely     scantily      just     rarely      almost 

4. scratching the surface        touching on   pouring over    dealing with     glancing at  

5. scary                                       frightening     weird      terrifying      worrying       chilling 

6. must have                             essential     desirable     necessary    prerequisite    required 

3.  Which sentence most closely matches you opinion regarding ‘Google Glass’ ? 

1. Everybody will be wearing Google Glass by 2030 

2. There’s no doubt about it, Google Glass is bound to take off once it hits the market  

3. I reckon it’ll be a passing fad that’ll peak and fade away quickly, like Sony Walkmans 

4. It’ll revolutionize life to the same extent as the computer has done 

5. There could be serious mental health concerns to take into account 

 

                                                                                        What is your real opinion?                         

 

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lK_cdkpazjI
http://www.infotales.com/technology-to-look-out-for


4.  Watch the film - then explain the story to a partner 

 

5. Memory Test:  True or False? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Debate:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. At the beginning Patrick is using a free-fall sky-diving application 

 

2. His fridge is 28% full with a temperature of 3°C 

 

3. When chopping the cucumber he chooses the ‘medium’ level of difficulty 

 

4. At 14:25 he is eating lunch and watching a nature film about zombie snails 

 

5. Patrick has a date tonight at 9 pm with Daphne 

 

6. Daphne is a level 3 Marathon Master, but the site crashed during her last game  

 

7. Patrick is a Sales Rep. for the company designing the applications 

 

8. They go to Patrick’s for a night cap 

 

9. Daphne calls Patrick ‘a creep’ when she realizes he’s been using a dating app. 

 

10.  Patrick can control Daphne’s mind through accessing her personal profile.                        

Student A:                                                                                 Student B: 

List as many positive applications of                               List as many negatives about Google 

Google glass as you can think of -                                    glasses that you can think of - then  

 argue for their positive social values.                           argue against their social acceptance 

                                                                                                          

 

                                                                                                                                 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sue-scheff/are-you-ready-for-google-glass-3-tips-to-keep-your-kids-safe_b_3988323.html 

                                      

 
 

7.  Explain the social values of your company’s product (s) or service (s) 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sue-scheff/are-you-ready-for-google-glass-3-tips-to-keep-your-kids-safe_b_3988323.html


14.Tick-Tock :  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOVNNlRjJfI 

1. What time is it at the start of the film? 

2. What is strange about the clock? 

3. Watch the film. Put the following steps (1-16) in order as seen.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Actors :  Girl, Guy1, Guy2 

Guy1 runs backwards to a charity stand and donates money 

Guy1 runs backwards down corridor, down the stairs and outside 

Guy1 enters the room     

Guy1 explains a stressful situation              

Guy2 leaves room backwards 

Guy1 tries to vomit        

 Guy1 speaks to a professor picking up papers on the floor, and helps him 

Guy2 explains about pills  

Guy1 leaves room backwards 

Guy1 drinks water and takes tablets 

Girl sitting on bed stands up 

Guy1 holds box in hand and looks at torn up photo of girl in bin. 

Guy1 runs backwards whilst telephoning parents 

Guy1 leaves and enters room again      

Guy1 runs backwards, into building, along corridors, into room 

Guy2 laughs 

 

 
4. Write steps in the reverse (correct) order: 

 

              

 

 

5. Tell the story to a 

partner in the forward 

direction.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOVNNlRjJfI


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 6. Memory test: True or false? 

1. An ornamental box is on a blue file on a stool in the girl’s room 

2. Guy1 played a prank on Guy2 

3. Guy1 confesses to the girl that he stole her box because he was angry they broke up 

4. The girl’s room is on the first floor 

5. Guy1 insults the professor he bumps into, who is wearing a pair of sunglasses. 

6. Guy1 telephones his mother to say he misses her 

7. Guy1 swallows morphine pills 

8. Guy1 thinks he is going to die 

9. There is a torn up photo of the girl in Guy1’s wastepaper bin 

 

 

 

 

7. Quick questions 1- rapid response: 

1.  Why did he think he was going to die?  Because…. 

2. Why did he run to confess to the girl?  Because…. 

3.  Why did he telephone his mother?  Because….            

4. Why did give all his money to charity?  Because…. 

5.  Why did he insult his professor?   Because…. 

6. Why did he try to vomit?  Because…. 

 

8. Quick questions 2 - in reverse - complete questions and answer them: 

1. Would he have tried to vomit if he hadn’t …….? 

2. Would he have insulted his professor if he hadn’t …..? 

3. Would he have given all his money to charity if he hadn’t …..? 

4. Would he have telephoned his mother if he hadn’t …..? 

5. Would he have confessed to the girl if he hadn’t …..? 

6. Would he have thought he was going to die if he hadn’t …..?  

                                

 



16. Why Privacy matters - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcSlowAhvUk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Questions: Agree or Disagree 

1) “Privacy is no longer a social norm” (Mark Zuckerberg: CEO Facebook) 

2)  Only ‘bad’ people, such as criminals or terrorists, worry about their internet privacy being 

invaded. 

3) States need to, and have a right to, monitor everyone’s internet movements for reasons of 

‘National Security’. 

4) Leaking information to the media to blow the whistle on State internet surveillance practices, is 

acting in the best interests of a Nation’s citizens.  

   __________________________________________________________________ 

1.  Match expressions in A with B 

     A                                                                                  B 

Don’t be nosey!                                               They snooped on his private affairs 

 I have nothing to hide                                    State Surveillance is everywhere 

Please respect my privacy                              There are no skeletons in my closet 

Big Brother is watching                                   Keep out of my personal life  

That was an invasion of privacy                     Mind your own business! 

2. Which of the below should always be kept private? 

Your criminal record 

Your love life 

Your internet browsing history 

Your financial transactions 

Your political activities 

Your achievements  

 

 

 

 

 

     Ever or Never? 

When do you consider 

that these subjects should 

be in the public domain? 

        

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcSlowAhvUk


 

                       

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                 

 

 

       4. Comprehension questions - Cover up the text and answer: 

Para 1:   What is the difference between ‘to watch over’ and ‘to be watched’? 

Para 2:   Name 5 ways everyday actions may be observed. 

Para 3:   What is ‘the take’ on privacy from key players in the communications industry? 

Para 4:   How do many people consider that Google has invaded privacy? 

 

                  Read again and check. 

 

       5.  In a nutshell - sum up the privacy polemic as precisely as possible. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Watch the Video:  0: 00-5:26         

Which paragraph (a-c) best sums up the talk at this stage?  

a) The invasion of privacy, by states into private lives, is a cause for concern. Top IT executives, who 

claim the contrary, whilst guarding their own privacies, are simply being hypocritical.  

b) Private individuals need to be more transparent.  As long as people are good citizens and committing 

no criminal acts, they have no reason to fear having their internet activities followed. 

c) Internet surveillance is part and parcel of today’s globalized of mass on-line communication.  It’s a 

fact of life we all have to accept. 

7. Read the text while listening - highlight words you don’t understand. 

There is an entire genre of YouTube videos devoted to an experience which I am certain that everyone in 

this room has had. It entails an individual who, thinking they're alone, engages in some expressive behavior 

— wild singing, gyrating dancing, some mild sexual activity — only to discover that, in fact, they are not 

alone, that there is a person watching and lurking, the discovery of which causes them to immediately cease 

what they were doing in horror. The sense of shame and humiliation in their face is palpable. It's the sense 

of, "This is something I'm willing to do only if no one else is watching." 

0:53 This is the crux of the work on which I have been singularly focused for the last 16 months, the 

question of why privacy matters, a question that has arisen in the context of a global debate, enabled by the 

revelations of Edward Snowden that the United States and its partners, unbeknownst to the entire world, 

has converted the Internet, once heralded as an unprecedented tool of liberation and democratization, into 

an unprecedented zone of mass, indiscriminate surveillance. 

1:28 There is a very common sentiment that arises in this debate, even among people who are 

uncomfortable with mass surveillance, which says that there is no real harm that comes from this large-

scale invasion because only people who are engaged in bad acts have a reason to want to hide and to care 

about their privacy. This worldview is implicitly grounded in the proposition that there are two kinds of 

people in the world, good people and bad people. Bad people are those who plot terrorist attacks or who 

engage in violent criminality and therefore have reasons to want to hide what they're doing, have reasons 

to care about their privacy. But by contrast, good people are people who go to work, come home, raise their 

children, and watch television. They use the Internet not to plot bombing attacks but to read the news or 

exchange recipes or to plan their kids' Little League games, and those people are doing nothing wrong and 

therefore have nothing to hide and no reason to fear the government monitoring them. 

2:29 The people who are actually saying that are engaged in a very extreme act of self-deprecation. What 

they're really saying is, "I have agreed to make myself such a harmless and unthreatening and uninteresting 

person that I actually don't fear having the government know what it is that I'm doing." This mindset has 

found what I think is its purest expression in a 2009 interview with the longtime CEO of Google, Eric 

Schmidt, who, when asked about all the different ways his company is causing invasions of privacy for 

hundreds of millions of people around the world, said this: He said, "If you're doing something that you 

don't want other people to know, maybe you shouldn't be doing it in the first place." 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Watch the Video:  5:26-11.33     

Which paragraph (d-f) best sums up the talk at this stage? 

a) Everybody is naturally secretive and everybody has ‘skeletons in the closet’ they wish to        

keep hidden. Surveillance exists to discover what these are.  

 

b) States enforce compliance of their citizens through surveillance. Psychologically, surveillance 

encourages people to modify their behaviors and conform.  

 

c) Social control, achieved through surveillance, enables societies to  function without the threat 

of dissidents spreading subversive ideas 

3:14 Now, there's all kinds of things to say about that mentality, the first of which is that the people who say 

that, who say that privacy isn't really important, they don't actually believe it, and the way you know that 

they don't actually believe it is that while they say with their words that privacy doesn't matter, with their 

actions, they take all kinds of steps to safeguard their privacy. They put passwords on their email and their 

social media accounts, they put locks on their bedroom and bathroom doors, all steps designed to prevent 

other people from entering what they consider their private realm and knowing what it is that they don't 

want other people to know. The very same Eric Schmidt, the CEO of Google, ordered his employees at Google 

to cease speaking with the online Internet magazine CNET after CNET published an article full of personal, 

private information about Eric Schmidt, which it obtained exclusively through Google searches and using 

other Google products. (Laughter) This same division can be seen with the CEO of Facebook, Mark 

Zuckerberg, who in an infamous interview in 2010 pronounced that privacy is no longer a "social norm." Last 

year, Mark Zuckerberg and his new wife purchased not only their own house but also all four adjacent houses 

in Palo Alto for a total of 30 million dollars in order to ensure that they enjoyed a zone of privacy that 

prevented other people from monitoring what they do in their personal lives. 

4:50 Over the last 16 months, as I've debated this issue around the world, every single time somebody has 

said to me, "I don't really worry about invasions of privacy because I don't have anything to hide." I always 

say the same thing to them. I get out a pen, I write down my email address. I say, "Here's my email address. 

What I want you to do when you get home is email me the passwords to all of your email accounts, not just 

the nice, respectable work one in your name, but all of them, because I want to be able to just troll through 

what it is you're doing online, read what I want to read and publish whatever I find interesting. After all, if 

you're not a bad person, if you're doing nothing wrong, you should have nothing to hide." 

8. Compare your list of unknown words with a partner. Decide meanings from contexts 

10. Read the text while listening - highlight words you don’t understand 

5:26 Not a single person has taken me up on that offer. I check and — (Applause) I check that email account 

religiously all the time. It's a very desolate place. And there's a reason for that, which is that we as human 

beings, even those of us who in words disclaim the importance of our own privacy, instinctively understand 

the profound importance of it. It is true that as human beings, we're social animals, which means we have a 

need for other people to know what we're doing and saying and thinking, which is why we voluntarily 

publish information about ourselves online. But equally essential to what it means to be a free and fulfilled 

human being is to have a place that we can go and be free of the judgmental eyes of other people. There's a 

reason why we seek that out, and our reason is that all of us — not just terrorists and criminals, all of us — 

have things to hide.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are all sorts of things that we do and think that we're willing to tell our physician or our lawyer or our 

psychologist or our spouse or our best friend that we would be mortified for the rest of the world to learn. 

We make judgments every single day about the kinds of things that we say and think and do that we're 

willing to have other people know, and the kinds of things that we say and think and do that we don't want 

anyone else to know about. People can very easily in words claim that they don't value their privacy, but their 

actions negate the authenticity of that belief. 

7:01 Now, there's a reason why privacy is so craved universally and instinctively. It isn't just a reflexive 

movement like breathing air or drinking water. The reason is that when we're in a state where we can be 

monitored, where we can be watched, our behavior changes dramatically. The range of behavioral options 

that we consider when we think we're being watched severely reduce. This is just a fact of human nature that 

has been recognized in social science and in literature and in religion and in virtually every field of discipline. 

There are dozens of psychological studies that prove that when somebody knows that they might be 

watched, the behavior they engage in is vastly more conformist and compliant. Human shame is a very 

powerful motivator, as is the desire to avoid it, and that's the reason why people, when they're in a state of 

being watched, make decisions not that are the byproduct of their own agency but that are about the 

expectations that others have of them or the mandates of societal orthodoxy. 

8:08 This realization was exploited most powerfully for pragmatic ends by the 18th- century philosopher 

Jeremy Bentham, who set out to resolve an important problem ushered in by the industrial age, where, for 

the first time, institutions had become so large and centralized that they were no longer able to monitor and 

therefore control each one of their individual members, and the solution that he devised was an architectural 

design originally intended to be implemented in prisons that he called the panopticon, the primary attribute 

of which was the construction of an enormous tower in the center of the institution where whoever 

controlled the institution could at any moment watch any of the inmates, although they couldn't watch all of 

them at all times. And crucial to this design was that the inmates could not actually see into the panopticon, 

into the tower, and so they never knew if they were being watched or even when. And what made him so 

excited about this discovery was that that would mean that the prisoners would have to assume that they 

were being watched at any given moment, which would be the ultimate enforcer for obedience and 

compliance. The 20th-century French philosopher Michel Foucault realized that that model could be used not 

just for prisons but for every institution that seeks to control human behavior: schools, hospitals, factories, 

workplaces. And what he said was that this mindset, this framework discovered by Bentham, was the key 

means of societal control for modern, Western societies, which no longer need the overt weapons of tyranny 

— punishing or imprisoning or killing dissidents, or legally compelling loyalty to a particular party — because 

mass surveillance creates a prison in the mind that is a much more subtle though much more effective means 

of fostering compliance with social norms or with social orthodoxy, much more effective than brute force 

could ever be. 

10:07 The most iconic work of literature about surveillance and privacy is the George Orwell novel "1984," 

which we all learn in school, and therefore it's almost become a cliche. In fact, whenever you bring it up in a 

debate about surveillance, people instantaneously dismiss it as inapplicable, and what they say is, "Oh, well in 

'1984,' there were monitors in people's homes, they were being watched at every given moment, and that 

has nothing to do with the surveillance state that we face." That is an actual fundamental misapprehension of 

the warnings that Orwell issued in "1984." The warning that he was issuing was about a surveillance state not 

that monitored everybody at all times, but where people were aware that they could be monitored at any 

given moment. Here is how Orwell's narrator, Winston Smith, described the surveillance system that they 

faced: "There was, of course, no way of knowing whether you were being watched at any given moment." He 

went on to say, "At any rate, they could plug in your wire whenever they wanted to. You had to live, did live, 

from habit that became instinct, in the assumption that every sound you made was overheard and except in 

darkness every movement scrutinized." 

11:16 The Abrahamic religions similarly posit that there's an invisible, all-knowing authority who, because of 

its omniscience, always watches whatever you're doing, which means you never have a private moment, the 

ultimate enforcer for obedience to its dictates. 
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12. Watch the Video: 11.33-15.12     

Which paragraph (g-i) best sums up the talk at this stage? 

      g)      Only people at threat to society need fear surveillance. Obey, conform and be compliant to       
               those who ‘wield the batons of power’ and there is nothing to worry about. 
 
     h)       Societies employing intrusive surveillance destroy human freedoms to act, reason, and create.    
                this reason surveillance is opposed to individual liberties. 
 
    i)         Surveillance in Orwellian societies, as with societies of omnipresent deities, restricts human                                
               freedoms.  Such ‘mind-control’ imposes constraints on human actions whose chains we need   
               to break to maintain democratic principles 

11. Compare your list of unknown words with a partner. Decide meanings from contexts 

13. Read the text while listening - highlight words you don’t understand 

11:33 What all of these seemingly disparate works recognize, the conclusion that they all reach, is that 

a society in which people can be monitored at all times is a society that breeds conformity and 

obedience and submission, which is why every tyrant, the most overt to the most subtle, craves that 

system. Conversely, even more importantly, it is a realm of privacy, the ability to go somewhere where 

we can think and reason and interact and speak without the judgmental eyes of others being cast upon 

us, in which creativity and exploration and dissent exclusively reside, and that is the reason why, when 

we allow a society to exist in which we're subject to constant monitoring, we allow the essence of 

human freedom to be severely crippled. 

12:29 The last point I want to observe about this mindset, the idea that only people who are doing 

something wrong have things to hide and therefore reasons to care about privacy, is that it entrenches 

two very destructive messages, two destructive lessons, the first of which is that the only people who 

care about privacy, the only people who will seek out privacy, are by definition bad people. This is a 

conclusion that we should have all kinds of reasons for avoiding, the most important of which is that 

when you say, "somebody who is doing bad things," you probably mean things like plotting a terrorist 

attack or engaging in violent criminality, a much narrower conception of what people who wield power 

mean when they say, "doing bad things." For them, "doing bad things" typically means doing 

something that poses meaningful challenges to the exercise of our own power. 

13:24 The other really destructive and, I think, even more insidious lesson that comes from accepting 

this mindset is there's an implicit bargain that people who accept this mindset have accepted, and that 

bargain is this: If you're willing to render yourself sufficiently harmless, sufficiently unthreatening to 

those who wield political power, then and only then can you be free of the dangers of surveillance. It's 

only those who are dissidents, who challenge power, who have something to worry about. There are all 

kinds of reasons why we should want to avoid that lesson as well. You may be a person who, right now, 

doesn't want to engage in that behavior, but at some point in the future you might. Even if you're 

somebody who decides that you never want to, the fact that there are other people who are willing to 

and able to resist and be adversarial to those in power — dissidents and journalists and activists and a 

whole range of others — is something that brings us all collective good that we should want to 

preserve. Equally critical is that the measure of how free a society is - is not how it treats its good, 



 

 

 

 

                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                            

 

   13.  The case of Edward Snowdon :      You decide - 

Guilty of leaking ‘top-secret’ documents and acting against his country’s national interest 

                                                                         Or 

A whistle-blower - publicizing American intrusive surveillance activities into private, domestic affairs.  

                                    .          

                                         (Listen to end of ‘talk’ for help in deciding) 

obedient, compliant citizens, but how it treats its dissidents and those who resist orthodoxy. But the most 

important reason is that a system of mass surveillance suppresses our own freedom in all sorts of ways. It 

renders off-limits all kinds of behavioral choices without our even knowing that it's happened. The 

renowned socialist activist Rosa Luxemburg once said, "He who does not move does not notice his chains." 

We can try and render the chains of mass surveillance invisible or undetectable, but the constraints that it 

imposes on us do not become any less potent. 

15:12 Thank you very much 

 

11. Compare your list of unknown words with a partner. Decide meanings from contexts. 

12. Write your total list of new words here:  Look up unknown words in dictionary. For ‘nouns’ find 

associated verbs. For ‘verbs’ find associated ‘nouns’. Mark the stress.  Find synonyms and antonyms.  

 

 



The shared wonder of film:   https://www.ted.com/talks/beeban_kidron_the_shared_wonder_of_film 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. How many film genres can you name? 

3. How many people involved in film production can you name? 

4. Decide whether the adjectives below, used to describe films, are positive or negative.  

first-rate   second-rate    boring   riveting  intriguing  outdated  absorbing  thought-provoking   slow 

corny  far-fetched   gripping   powerful  over-rated   dramatic  moving   harrowing  memorable   

predictable  confused   tiresome  tedious   pretentious  hilarious 

  Positive:                                              Negative:  

            

5.  What makes a good film?  Put the elements below in order of priority? 

 plot   script   sound track   costumes   film setting    special effects   stunts    actors/actresses  funding 

6. Describe your favourite film/ 

- Explain the story line 

- Describe the setting 

- Explain why you rate this film 

 

What is more important to this film? 

     Sensationalism ---OR--- Narrative 

 

1. Discuss & debate your preference for films over books, or vice versa.  Give examples. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.  Watch the TED talks video clip through (0:00 - 03:20)  

     As you watch - how many film clips can you name?   

- Why is the speaker critical of today’s blockbuster films? 

- What is the speaker doing to address this problem 

- What are the results of her film clubs 

    

8.     Watch again and read text below at same time. Click on highlighted words for definitions.  

Text 

Evidence suggests that humans in all ages and from all cultures create their identity in some kind of 

narrative form. From mother to daughter, preacher to congregant, teacher to pupil, storyteller to 

audience. Whether in cave paintings or the latest uses of the Internet, human beings have always 

told their histories and truths through parable and fable. We are inveterate storytellers. 

0:40 But where, in our increasingly secular and fragmented world, do we offer communality of 

experience, unmediated by our own furious consumerism? And what narrative, what history, what 

identity, what moral code are we imparting to our young? 

1:02 Cinema is arguably the 20th century's most influential art form. Its artists told stories across 

national boundaries, in as many languages, genres and philosophies as one can imagine. Indeed, it is 

hard to find a subject that film has yet to tackle. During the last decade we've seen a vast integration 

of global media, now dominated by a culture of the Hollywood blockbuster. We are increasingly 

offered a diet in which sensation, not story, is king. What was common to us all 40 years ago -- the 

telling of stories between generations -- is now rarified. As a filmmaker, it worried me. As a human 

being, it puts the fear of God in me. What future could the young build with so little grasp of where 

they've come from and so few narratives of what's possible? The irony is palpable; technical access 

has never been greater, cultural access never weaker. 

2:04 And so in 2006 we set up FILMCLUB, an organization that ran weekly film screenings in schools 

followed by discussions. If we could raid the annals of 100 years of film, maybe we could build a 

narrative that would deliver meaning to the fragmented and restless world of the young. Given the 

access to technology, even a school in a tiny rural hamlet could project a DVD onto a white board. 

2:33 In the first nine months we ran 25 clubs across the U.K., with kids in age groups between five 

and 18 watching a film uninterrupted for 90 minutes. The films were curated and contextualized. 

But the choice was theirs, and our audience quickly grew to choose the richest and most varied diet 

that we could provide. The outcome, immediate. It was an education of the most profound and 

transformative kind. In groups as large as 150 and as small as three, these young people discovered 

new places, new thoughts, new perspectives. By the time the pilot had finished, we had the names 

of a thousand schools that wished to join. 

 
9. Watch 03:20 - 7 :50 

  - Make notes and then explain what the speaker says about : Miracle in Milan, Slumdog Millionaire,   

   Mr.Smith goes to Washington, Hotel Rwanda, Schidlers List, Pickpocket, Persepolis, Jaws 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/congregant
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/inveterate?q=INVETERATE
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/unmediated
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/rarefied?q=RAREFIED
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/grasp_1
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/palpable
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/screening?q=SCREENING
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/annals?q=ANNALS
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/curate?q=CURATED#curate-2
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/pilot_1


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.  Watch again and read text below at same time. Click on highlighted words for definitions. 

Text 

3:20 The film that changed my life is a 1951 film by Vittorio De Sica, "Miracle in Milan." It's a 

remarkable comment on slums, poverty and aspiration. I had seen the film on the occasion of my 

father's 50th birthday. Technology then meant we had to hire a viewing cinema, find and pay for 

the print and the projectionist. But for my father, the emotional and artistic importance of De Sica's 

vision was so great that he chose to celebrate his half-century with his three teenage children and 

30 of their friends, "In order," he said, "to pass the baton of concern and hope on to the next 

generation." 

4:04 In the last shot of "Miracle in Milan," slum-dwellers float skyward on flying brooms. Sixty years 

after the film was made and 30 years after I first saw it, I see young faces tilt up in awe, their 

incredulity matching mine. And the speed with which they associate it with "Slumdog Millionaire" 

or the favelas in Rio speaks to the enduring nature. 

4:29 In a FILMCLUB season about democracy and government, we screened "Mr. Smith Goes to 

Washington." Made in 1939, the film is older than most of our members' grandparents. Frank 

Capra's classic values independence and propriety. It shows how to do right, how to be heroically 

awkward. It is also an expression of faith in the political machine as a force of honor. 

4:54 Shortly after "Mr. Smith" became a FILMCLUB classic, there was a week of all-night 

filibustering in the House of Lords. And it was with great delight that we found young people up 

and down the country explaining with authority what filibustering was and why the Lords might 

defy their bedtime on a point of principle. After all, Jimmy Stewart filibustered for two entire reels. 

5:20 In choosing "Hotel Rwanda," they explored genocide of the most brutal kind. It provoked tears 

as well as incisive questions about unarmed peace-keeping forces and the double-dealing of a 

Western society that picks its moral fights with commodities in mind. And when "Schindler's List" 

demanded that they never forget, one child, full of the pain of consciousness, remarked, "We 

already forgot, otherwise how did 'Hotel Rwanda' happen?" 

5:51 As they watch more films their lives got palpably richer. "Pickpocket" started a debate about 

criminality disenfranchisement. "To Sir, with Love" ignited its teen audience. They celebrated a 

change in attitude towards non-white Britons, but railed against our restless school system that 

does not value collective identity, unlike that offered by Sidney Poitier's careful tutelage. 

6:21 By now, these thoughtful, opinionated, curious young people thought nothing of tackling films 

of all forms -- black and white, subtitled, documentary, non-narrative, fantasy -- and thought 

nothing of writing detailed reviews that competed to favor one film over another in passionate and 

increasingly sophisticated prose. Six thousand reviews each school week vying for the honor of 

being review of the week. 

6:49 From 25 clubs, we became hundreds, then thousands, until we were nearly a quarter of a 

million kids in 7,000 clubs right across the country. And although the numbers were, and continue 

to be, extraordinary, what became more extraordinary was how the experience of critical and 

curious questioning translated into life. Some of our kids started talking with their parents, others 

with their teachers, or with their friends. And those without friends started making them. 

7:21 The films provided communality across all manner of divide. And the stories they held 

provided a shared experience. "Persepolis" brought a daughter closer to her Iranian mother, and 

"Jaws" became the way in which one young boy was able to articulate the fear he'd experienced in 

flight from violence that killed first his father then his mother, the latter thrown overboard on a 

boat journey. 

http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/slum_1
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/poverty
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/aspiration
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/pass-on-the-baton?q=PASS+THE+BATON
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/dweller
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/skywards
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/broom
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/tilt_1
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/incredulity
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/favela
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/enduring
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/awkward
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/filibuster
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/reel
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/incisive
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/double-dealing
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/disenfranchise
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/ignite
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/rail_2
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/tutelage
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/vying
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/overboard


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11.  Watch 7 :50 - 9 :50 

     What do you learn about the speaker’s own history?  

     How did certain films help her deal with her own family past? 

12.  Watch again and read text below. Click on highlighted words for definitions. 

Text 

7:50 Who was right, who wrong? What would they do under the same conditions? Was the tale 

told well? Was there a hidden message? How has the world changed? How could it be different? 

A tsunami of questions flew out of the mouths of children who the world didn't think were 

interested. And they themselves had not known they cared. And as they wrote and debated, 

rather than seeing the films as artifacts, they began to see themselves. 

8:20 I have an aunt who is a wonderful storyteller. In a moment she can invoke images of 

running barefoot on Table Mountain and playing cops and robbers. Quite recently she told me 

that in 1948, two of her sisters and my father traveled on a boat to Israel without my 

grandparents. When the sailors mutinied at sea in a demand for humane conditions, it was these 

teenagers that fed the crew. I was past 40 when my father died. He never mentioned that 

journey. 

8:50 My mother's mother left Europe in a hurry without her husband, but with her three-year-

old daughter and diamonds sewn into the hem of her skirt. After two years in hiding, my 

grandfather appeared in London. He was never right again. And his story was hushed as he 

assimilated. 

9:12 My story started in England with a clean slate and the silence of immigrant parents. I had 

"Anne Frank," "The Great Escape," "Shoah," "Triumph of the Will." It was Leni Riefenstahl in her 

elegant Nazi propaganda who gave context to what the family had to endure. These films held 

what was too hurtful to say out loud, and they became more useful to me than the whispers of 

survivors and the occasional glimpse of a tattoo on a maiden aunt's wrist. 

13 .  Watch 9 :50 - End 

- What effect did the film club have on the children? 

- What did the children learn from attending the film clubs 

- How does the speaker describe the need and benefits of ‘narrative’.  

http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/tale
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/artefact?q=artifact
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/invoke
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/barefoot
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/cops-and-robbers?q=cops+and+robbers
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/sewn
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/hem_1
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/hushed
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/endure
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/glimpse_1
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14.   Watch again and read text below. Click on highlighted words for definitions. 

Text 

9:50 Purists may feel that fiction dissipates the quest of real human understanding, that film is too 

crude to tell a complex and detailed history, or that filmmakers always serve drama over truth. But 

within the reels lie purpose and meaning. As one 12-year-old said after watching "Wizard of Oz," 

"Every person should watch this, because unless you do you may not know that you too have a 

heart." 

10:19 We honor reading, why not honor watching with the same passion? Consider "Citizen Kane" 

as valuable as Jane Austen. Agree that "Boyz n the Hood," like Tennyson, offers an emotional 

landscape and a heightened understanding that work together. Each a piece of memorable art, each 

a brick in the wall of who we are. And it's okay if we remember Tom Hanks better than astronaut 

Jim Lovell or have Ben Kingsley's face superimposed onto that of Gandhi's. And though not real, Eve 

Harrington, Howard Beale, Mildred Pierce are an opportunity to discover what it is to be human, 

and no less helpful to understanding our life and times as Shakespeare is in illuminating the world of 

Elizabethan England. 

11:09 We guessed that film, whose stories are a meeting place of drama, music, literature and 

human experience, would engage and inspire the young people participating in FILMCLUB. What we 

could not have foreseen was the measurable improvements in behavior, confidence and academic 

achievement. Once-reluctant students now race to school, talk to their teachers, fight, not on the 

playground, but to choose next week's film -- young people who have found self-definition, 

ambition and an appetite for education and social engagement from the stories they have 

witnessed. 

11:45 Our members defy the binary description of how we so often describe our young. They are 

neither feral nor myopically self-absorbed. They are, like other young people, negotiating a world 

with infinite choice, but little culture of how to find meaningful experience. We appeared surprised 

at the behaviors of those who define themselves by the size of the tick on their shoes, yet 

acquisition has been the narrative we have offered. 

12:17 If we want different values we have to tell a different story, a story that understands that an 

individual narrative is an essential component of a person's identity, that a collective narrative is an 

essential component of a cultural identity, and without it, it is impossible to imagine yourself as part 

of a group. Because when these people get home after a screening of "Rear Window" and raise their 

gaze to the building next door, they have the tools to wonder who, apart from them, is out there 

and what is their story. 

12:57 Thank you. 
15.   Discuss what you have learnt about film through watching this video. 

         Discuss what have you learnt concerning your colleagues views on film. 

         Make a collective list of new English language you have learnt through watching the film 

         Rate this lesson.   Explain your rating.  

       

http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/dissipate
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/quest
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/crude_1
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/superimpose
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/foresee?q=FORESEEN
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/witness_2
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/defy
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/feral
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/myopic#myopic__3
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/tick?q=TICK
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/gaze?q=GAZE
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/wonder_1


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


